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Abstract
In this thesis we mainly give a characterization of dual frames of Gabor subspace
frames. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and the
uniqueness of a function h (called window) in the closed linear span of a Gabor
subspace frame {EmbTnak }m,nEZ such that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ
serves as the dual frame of the original frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ· We solve the
problem for three cases, first ab

= 1, second ab = p

E N, and third ab

= pjq,

gcd(p, q) = 1. In each case, we first find the conditions for upper frame bound
(known as Bessel collection). Secondly, we characterize the functions which are
orthogonal to { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ in terms of the Zak transform, and then obtain
necessary and sufficient conditions for lower frame bound. Here we state obtained
conditions for normalized tight frame as a corollary. Finally, using all this information we solve the duality problem.

Keywords: Bessel collection, Frames, Gabor Frames, Alternate dual frames, The
Zak Transform
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The theory of frames is a relatively new and fast developing subject in mathematics. It is a very useful tool for Functional Analysis and Fourier Analysis as well
as wavelets. Although some of the topics in frame theory have only been recently
formalized, frames have deep roots in physics and engineering. They play an extremely useful role in applications such as signal processing, image processing,
data compression and sampling theory.
The general concept of frames was first introduced by R. J. Duffin and A. C.
Schaeffer in connection with non-harmonic Fourier series [DS]. The Hilbert space
under consideration here will be L 2 (R), the space of all finite-energy signals on
the real line R.
This thesis provides an introduction to Bessel sequences and to the theory of
Gabor subspace frames and their dual frames and gives a characterization for the
existence and uniqueness of a window function h in the linear span of a Gabor
subspace frame { EmbTnak }m,nEZ such that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah}m,nEZ
serves as a dual frame of the original Gabor subspace frame {EmbTna9}m,nEZ·
In the thesis some of the results are due to others and a more detailed and
complete treatment to the frame theory and Gabor subspace frames can be found
in the expository papers by [Ca] and [DS], [HW], [CE]. 0. Christensen andY. C.

1
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Eldar presented an article titled ., Oblique dual frames and Shift-invariant spaces"
in 2004. (see [CE]). In this paper, their main focus was on shift-invariant frame
sequences of the form {¢( · - k)} kEZ in subspaces of L 2 (R) where ¢( · - k)

= Tk¢( ·)

for k E Z is a translation operator on R that we define in the equation ( 1.1. 7)
(below). For such frame sequences they characterized the set of shift-invariant
oblique dual Bessel sequences. They characterized the oblique dual frame on a
closed subspace V of a Hilbert space '}-{ in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.1 ({CE}) Let {fk}~ 1 be a frame for a subspace W ~ 1-i, and let
V be a closed subspace such that 1-i = WEB Vl_. Then the oblique dual frames of
{fk}~ 1 on V are precisely families

{gk}~ 1 ~
. where { hk}~ 1

c

Evw" s-' !k + h,-

{

t,(s-'J,, h)h;} ~

V is a Bessel collection, and

s- 1

1

stands for the inverse of the

frame operator S. which is a bounded, invertible and positive mapping of V onto itself (defined by the equation 1.1.4 below), and Evwj_ denotes the oblique projection
of1-i on V along Wl_ and defined by Evwj_(v

+ wl_) =

v for v E V, wl_ E W_i.

In the same paper these authors also showed how to find an oblique dual frame of
{fk}~ 1 on an arbitrary closed subspace
w~

U for which 1-i =WEB Ul_ for a subspace

1-i.

Theorem 1.0.2 ({CE}) Assume that {fk}~ 1 and {hk}~ 1 are Bessel sequences
in 1-i. and that
00

k=1

for every fEW. Let U be any closed subspace of1-i for which 1-i =WEB Ul_. Then
{Eu~Phkha is an oblique dual frame of {fdkEZ on U.

Given frame sequences{¢(-- k)}kEZ and {¢ 1 ( - - k)}kEZ, they gave a condition
implying that span { ¢ 1 (-

-

k)} kEZ contains a generator for a shift-invariant dual
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of{¢(·- k)}kEZ in the following way. For ¢ 1 E L 2 (R), let W

3

= span{Tk¢dkEZ,

and denote the orthogonal projection of L 2 (R) onto W by Pw. Given two Bessel
sequences {Tk¢1hEZ and {Tk¢2hEz, they provided a necessary condition on the
generators such that {Tk¢2hEZ is a dual frame of {Tk¢1hEz in the following
theorem:

Theorem 1.0.3 Let ¢ 1 and <P2 E L2 (R), and assume that {Tk¢1hEz and {Tk¢2hEz
are Bessel sequences. Then the following are equivalent:

where J> is the Fourier transform of¢ defined by J/>(r) = f~oo f(x)e- 2nix1 dx. (As
usual, the Fourier transform is extended to a unitary operator on L 2 (R).)
If the conditions are satisfied, then {Tk¢dkEZ and {PwTk¢2hEz are dual
frames for span{Tk¢1hEZ·
Finally, assuming that {Tk¢2hEz is a frame sequence, they obtained the following
conditions on a function ¢ 1 which imply that the subspace

contains a function ¢ 2 generating an oblique dual frame {Tk¢hEz of {Tk¢2hEz
in the following theorem:

Theorem 1.0.4 Let ¢ 1 and ¢2 E L2 (R), and assume that {Tk¢2}kEZ and {Tk¢1hEz
are frame sequences. If there exists a constant A > 0 such that

L J>(r + k)c$l(r + k)

:2: A

kEZ
almost everywhere on {1 : ¢(1)

-/= 0}, then the following holds:

4
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(i) TheTe exists a .function ¢ E V
f

=

L

< f, Tk¢ > Tk¢2,

=

span{Tk¢ 1 }kEz such that
for

every

f E span{Tk¢hEz;

(1.0.1)

kEZ

(ii) One choice of¢ E V satisfying 1. 0.1 is given in the FouTieT domain by

(iii) TheTe is a unique function ¢ E V such that 1. 0.1 is satisfied if and only if

if this condition is satisfied, then {Tk¢ hEz is a fmme for V and an oblique
dual of {Tk¢2 }kEz on V, wheTe N(·) denotes the null space of the function.

The interested reader can have a look at the paper [CE] by 0. Christensen and

Y. C. Eldar and make a detailed comparison of each result for Bessel collection,
frame condition, and alternate dual frame condition etc. with the results in this
thesis. In our thesis, we will consider a modified version of the problem above
involving both translation and modulation operators.
J.-P. Gabardo and D. Han presented an article titled "Balian-Low phenomenon
for subspace Gabor frames" in August 2004, (See [GHl].) In this work, they extended the Balian-Low theorem to Gabor frames for subspaces, and more particularly, they pointed out the relationship of Balian-Low phenomenon with the
unique Gabor dual property for subspace Gabor frames. For the classical situation where g = k for the uniqueness problem in this thesis, they proved that a
necessary and sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the Gabor dual belonging
to the original subspace is that

where Gi is a vector valued function defined as Gi = (Gb, ... ,
Zgi (;r, w

+ kjp) fori= 0, ... , q-l and k =

c;_

1)

and GjJr, w) =

0, ... ,p-1 and gi(x) = g(x-ipjq) and

1\I.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. 1\Icl\Iaster-1\Iathematics and Statistics
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g is the window function of the original Gabor subspace frame {EmbTnag}m,nEZ·
In order to make a comparison with the results in the paper [GHl] of Gabardo and
Han by the interested readers, here we want to point out our results for conditions
of the uniqueness of the (alternate) dual frame. The dual frame of the original
Gabor subspace frame uniquely exists if and only if

(ii) rank{ Gin:~= q (i.e, G0 , ... , Gq-l are linearly independent).
(Note that we can define the vector valued function Ki as we defined the Gi in
the previous paragraph.)
The purpose of this thesis is to give a detailed description of the alternate
dual frames of Gabor subspace frames and give a solution to the existence and
uniqueness of these alternate duals.
In the thesis,
• We give all the background material needed throughout the thesis, including results from Harmonic Analysis, Functional Analysis and Hilbert space
theory in the first chapter.
• We give a detailed introduction to the Zak transformation, and point out
its relations to Bessel collections and Gabor subspace frames.
• We obtain some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a
Bessel collection and lower frame bound for a Gabor subspace frame in
terms of the Zak transformation in the so-called rational case.
• We give a simple result for the existence of a dual frame as a corollary for the
classical situation where the dual belongs to the original space (i.e., when
g = k) after we solve the problem.
• In particular, we state our results for the normalized Gabor subspace frames
and normalized tight Gabor subspace frames as simple conclusions.

1\I.Sc. Thesis-M.A.Akinlar. 1\Icl\Iaster-1\Iathematics and Statistics
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• We conclude the thesis by pointing out some open problems regarding Gabor
frames and some recent developments in the frame theory.
The main contribution of the thesis to the subject is:
• Construction of a solution of the problem of finding a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence and uniqueness of a window function in one of the
given two Gabor subspace frames such that the Bessel collection generated
by that window function serves as the dual frame of the original Gabor
subspace frame.

M.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. McMaster-Mathematics and Statistics

1.1

7

Frames in Hilbert spaces and Introduction
to Gabor subspace frames

In this chapter we introduce some key concepts such as Bessel collection, frame,
Gabor subspace frame and the Zak transform as well as some results related with
them.
In this section we will describe some of the basic properties of frames in Hilbert
spaces, showing that they are useful generalizations of orthonormal bases. By a

Hilbert space, we mean a vector space, H over <C, which possesses an inner
product (x, y) and which is complete in the norm llxll = (x, x) 112 .
The only Hilbert space that actually we will be using in this thesis is L 2 (R),
the space of all complex-valued signals

f

defined on the real line, R, which have

finite energy, i.e., for which

II! II

=

(

L

1/2

lf(t)l2dt )

<

00.

The inner product in this Hilbert space is

u. g) = Lf(t)g(t)dt,
where the bar indicates complex conjugation.
Frames were first introduced in 1952 by R. J. Duffin and A. C. Schaeffer in
the paper [DS], in connection with nonharmonic Fourier series. Their first use in
connection with wavelets was in 1986 in the paper [DGY] by I. Daubechies, A.
Grossmann, andY. I\1eyer.
We need the following definitions from the theory of frames.

A countable

sequence {gi}iEI of elements in a subspace W of a separable Hilbert space His a

Bessel sequence if there exists a constant B > 0 (called Bessel bound) such
that

.L l(f.giw:::; BIIJII
iEI

2

,

for all

fEw.

1\I.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. 1\IcMaster-Mathematics and Statistics
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If, in addition, W is a closed subset of H, and there is a constant 0 < A < B such
that

Allfll 2 ::; L l(f,gi)l 2 ::; Bllfll 2 ,

for all

fEW,

iEI

then {gi}iEI is called a frame for W. The numbers A, B are called the lower
and upper frame bounds, respectively. The frame is tight if A and B can be
chosen so that A

= B,

and is a Parseval frame (or normalized tight frame)

if A= B = 1.
It is well-known that given any Hilbert space H, there always exists an or-

thonormal basis, i.e., a set of vectors {en}n such that

( 1) (em , en) =
(2)

1

if m

' .

= n·
'

{ 0, 1f m =I-n;

L l(x, en)l 2 = llxll 2

for all x

EH.

nEZ

Every orthonormal basis is clearly a frame with A

= B =

1. A fundamental

property of orthonormal bases is that every element x E H can be written in
terms of the orthonormal basis in a unique way as x =

L (x, en)en-

We will see

nEZ

that frames also give representations of elements of the Hilbert space, although
these representations need not be unique. However, they are still computable and
under good control.
As a trivial example of a frame which is not an orthonormal basis, consider
the following. Let { e1 , e 2 , ... } and { e~, e;, ... } be two different orthonormal bases
for a Hilbert space H. Both of them are surely then a frame for H with bounds

A= B = 1. However, the set

is also a frame for H with bounds A

=

B

=

1, but is not an orthonormal basis.

1\I.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. Mcl\Iaster-1\Iathematics and Statistics
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Example 1.1.1 An orthonormal basis (en)nEZ for a Hilbert space His a normalized tight frame for H. The collection

is also a normalized tight frame for H. But for the orthonormal basis (en)nEZ for

H,

(~ )nEZ and

(nen) are not frames since

(~ )nEZ does not have a finite lower

frame bound and similarly, (nen) fails to have a finite upper frame bound.
Example 1.1.2 Let { ek}~ 1 be an orthonormal basis for H.
1. Define { xk}~ 1 = { e 1, e 1, e 2, e 2, ... }. Then { xk} is a tight frame with frame
bound A

= B = 2.

2. Define {xk}~ 1 = {e 11 e 1, e2, e 3, ... }. Then {xk} is a frame with A

l,

B= 2.
3. Define { xk}~ 1

= { e1, ~e2, ~e2, )3e3,
normalized tight frame with A = B = 1.

)3e3, )3e3, ... }.

Then { xk} IS a

Notation: From now on, R2 (N) will denote the Hilbert space of square summable
sequences. Elements in R2 (N) will be denoted by c = (ck), d = (dk), ... etc.
Lemma 1.1.3 ([El]) Let {fk}~ 1 C H be a sequence that

L

ckfk E H .for each

kEN

c = (ck) E R2 (N). The operator T: R2 (N)---+ H defined by

is linear and bounded. Its adjoint T* : H ---+ R2 (N) is defined by
T*.f

= ((.f,.fk)).

Moreover,
OG

L I(.f. !k)l 2 ~ IITII 2IIJII 2·
k=l

(1.1.2)

M.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. 1\Icl\Iaster-l\Iathematics and Statistics
Proof: Define Tn : €2 (N)

-+
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H by
n

Tnc = Lckfk·
k=l

Tn is bounded and Tnc

-+

Tc for each c E €2 (N). By the uniform boundedness

principle, Tis linear and bounded. To computeT* observe first that

Hence, L~=l ck(fk, f) converges for each c

ln : £2 (N)

-+

E

€2 (N). Define the linear functionals

CC by
n

k=l

Then lnc

-+

lc. Therefore, l is a bounded linear functional. By the Riesz Repre-

sentation Theorem,

for some a E €2 (N). Thus
00

00

k=l

k=l

Taking c to be the ith standard basis element

Ei

E

therefore,

Now
00

(c, T* f)
k=l

Therefore

€2 (N), we get

1\I.Sc. Thesis-M.A.Akinlar. McMaster-1\Iathematics and Statistics
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Also,
00

liT* fll 2 ~ IIT*II 2 IIfll 2
IITII 2 11fll 2 ·

D

Now we will give another useful theorem regarding Bessel sequences and Hilbert
space of square summable sequences.

Theorem 1.1.4 ([El])

{fk}~ 1 C

H is a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B if

and only if the mapping
00

defines a linear bounded operator T on P2 (N) into H with

Proof: Suppose

{fk}~ 1

~

VB.

is a Bessel sequence with Bessel bound B. We want

to show that the mapping c
from P2 (N) into H.

IITII

f----+

2::~ 1

ckfk defines a bounded linear operator T

This will follow from Lemma 1.1.3 if we can show that

2::~ 1 ckfk E H for every c E P2 (N). This can be done by showing that 2::~= 1 ckfk

is a Cauchy sequence. Let m > n.
n

m

n

k=1

k=1

k=m+1

sup
11911=1
n

This establishes what we want since 2::~ 1

ickl 2 < oo.

To check the inequality

1\I.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. 1\IcMaster-Mathematics and Statistics
\ITII ::;

VB,
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we use Lemma 1.1.3 again to get
00

liT* fll

2

=

L I(!, fk)l

2
::;

Bllfll

2
·

k=l

Hence, liT II = liT* II ::;

VB.

<=: This is the content of Lemma 1.1.3

D

Corollary 1.1.5 It thus follows that to check that a sequence {fk}k=l C H is a
Bessel sequence. we only need to check that the operator T is well defined.

Now we want to give another lemma about Bessel sequences and their applications to frames.
Lemma 1.1.6 ([HW]) Let {fk}~ 1 and {gk}k=l be Bessel sequences in a Hilbert
space H, and assume that
00

fj = L(fj,gk)/k,
k=l

\I j EN.

Then {fk}~ 1 is a frame for span{fk}k=l· and
00

f

=

L(f,gk)fk,
k=l

(1.1.3)

\If E span{fk}k=I·

Proof:The assumptions immediately imply that (1.1.3) holds for
By the Bessel assumption, the operator f ~--+
therefore (1.1.3) actually holds for all

f

2:%: 1 (!, gk) fk

f

E span{fk}~ 1 .

is continuous, and

E span{fk}~ 1 . Finally, Cauchy-Schwarz'

inequality applied to
00

2

llfll = L(f,gk)(fk,f),f E span{fk}k=l'
k=l
yields the announced frame property.

D

Definition 1.1.7 Let H be a Hilbert space, and suppose that (xn)nEZ is a frame
a subspace H'

~

H. A Bessel sequence (Yn)nEZ for the subspace Hr is called an

1\I.Sc. Thesis-1\I.A.Akinlar. McMaster- Mathematics and Statistics
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alternate dual, or dual in short for (xn)nEZ if

n

for every

X

E

vV

and n E Z.

Now our goal is to give the definition of the standard dual frame of a subspace of
a Hilbert space, and then give the relations between standard duals and alternate
duals.
Given a frame {gi}iEI of H with frame bounds a and (3, the frame operator

L (f, 9i) 9i is a bounded, invertible and positive mapping of
iEI
H onto itself. This provides the frame decomposition:
S, defined by Sf =

iEI

iEI

with convergence in H. The sequence {S- 1gi}iEI is also a frame for H, called

the canonical dual frame of {9z}iEI, and has upper and lower frame bounds
(3- 1 and a- 1 , respectively. If the frame is tight, then

s- 1 = a- 1 I,

where I is the

identity operator, and the frame decomposition becomes:
(1.1.5)
with convergence in H. Equations (1.1.3) and (1.1.4) show that a frame provides
a basis-like representation. In general, however, a frame need not be a basis, and
the elements {gz}iEI need not be linearly independent.

Note also that a frame may have many dual frames. For instance, let our frame
be {e 1 ,e 1 ,e 2,e 2,e 3 ,e 3 , ... }, where (en) is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert
space H. It is obvious that each of the following collections is an alternate dual
frame for this frame:
{e1,0,e2,0, ... }
{0, e 1 , 0, e2, ... }

M.Sc. Thesis-M.A.Akinlar. 1\Icl\Iaster-Mathematics and Statistics
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And also, the canonical dual frame for this frame is
e 1 e 1 e 2 e2
}
{ 2' 2' 2' 2 ' ....

Next we will give a theorem about the normalized tight frames.
Theorem 1.1.8 Let (xn)nEZ be a normalized tight frame for a Hilbert space H.

Then. every x E H has a representation as
X= L(x,xn)Xn
nEZ

Proof: We defined the frame operator as S : H

Sx

=

---+

H with

L(x,xn)Xn
nEZ

for a frame of a Hilbert space H. Therefore, we must prove that the frame operator
is the identity map I of Hilbert space H onto itself if the frame is a normalized
tight frame. In order to prove that S =I, we must show that (Sx, y) = (x, y) for
every :r, y E H
Using the definition of the frame operator, we can clearly see that (Sx, x) =

llxll 2 for

every x E H.

Now let us show that

(Sx, y) = (x, y)

for any

x, y E H.

Let x, y E H and .A E C be a constant. Suppose that

(S(:r

+ .Ay), (x + .Ay)) =

(x

+ .Ay, x + .Ay)

Then,

(Sx, x)

+ .A(Sy, x) + ~(Sx, y) + I.AI 2 (Sy, y) =

Therefore, we have that

(x, x)

+ .A(y, x) + ~(x, y) + I.AI 2 (y, y).

15
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this implies that
2Re~((Sx, y) -

(x, y)) = 0

(1.1.6)

Now let

f3

:=

(Sx, y) - (x, y) E C,

then the equality (1.1.6) is equal to 2Re~f3 = 0 for any ). E C Choosing f3 = >.,
we see that f3 = (Sx, y) - (x, y) has to be 0. Hence,

(Sx, y) = (x, y)
for every x, y E H, therefore S = I as claimed.

D

Theorem 1.1.9 ([HW]) Suppose that Un)nEZ is a normalized tight frame for a

Hilbert space H. Then,
1. The norm of any element of Un)nEZ is less than or equal to 1.

2. If the norm of every element of Un)nEZ is equal to 1, then Un)nEZ zs an

orthonormal basis for H.
Proof:

1. If k E Z we have

\\fk\\ 2=
Hence,

\\fk\\ 2 -

L \(Jk, fnJ\

2

nEZ

= \\fk\\ 4 +

L

nEZ\{k}

\\fk\\ 4 2:'0, which implies that

\(Jk, fnJ\

2
-

\\fk\\ 2(1- \\fk\\ 2) 2:

0, thus

1\fk\\ ~ 1.
2. Suppose that \\fk\\

= 1 for every k
0=

E Z. Then by part (1), we have that

\\fk\\ 2-\\fk\\ 4 =

L

nEZ\{k}

\(Jkl fn)\ 2

Therefore, (Jk, fn) = 0 for every n E Z\{k}. This means that Un)nEZ is an
orthonormal basis for H.

D
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In this thesis we will be mainly interested in constructing the dual frames which
have the same Gabor structure as the original Gabor frame of Gabor subspace
frames (or Weyl-Heisenberg frames) for L2 (R).
The Gabor subspace frame elements have a particularly simple form, for they
are functions which are generated from a single fixed function (called window) by
applications of the basic operations of translation, modulation, defined by:
Translation:
Modulation:

Taf(x)

=

f(x- a),

Eaf(x) = e2niax f(x),

for

a E R;

for

a E R.

It is clear that the translation and modulation operators satisfy the equalities:

TaEbg(x)

e2nib(x-a)g(x _a)

EbTag(x)

e2nibxg(x _a)

(EmbTnag)(x)

e2nibmxg(x _ na).

(1.1. 7)

A Weyl-Heisenberg frame (or Gabor subspace frame) for L2 (R) is a
frame consisting of the set of translates and modulates of a fixed function in £ 2 (R).
That is, a collection of the form {EmbTna9}rn.nEZ, with a, b > 0, and g E L 2 (R),
and sometimes denoted by WH-frames.

WH-frames were introduced in 1946 by D. Gabor when he formulated a fundamental approach for signal decomposition in terms of elementary signals. Since
then, a central question in this area has been to give necessary and sufficient
conditions on g, a, b so that { ErnbTna9 }m,nEZ forms a frame.
Although this question is still open, the necessary and sufficient conditions for
this family to form a tight WH-frame is given by Casazza and Christensen in a
paper (see [CCJ1]), and these authors hope that this will eventually lead to the
solution to the general problem. In our thesis we are giving a characterization for
alternate dual frames of Weyl-Heisenberg frames in terms of the Zak transform.
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It can be shown that the frame operator S for a Gabor subspace frame
{ EmbTna9 }m,nZ commutes with translation by a and modulation by b.

Next we show that the image of a Gabor subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nZ under
the frame operator S is another Gabor subspace frame.
Theorem 1.1.10 Let { EmbTna9} m,nz be a Gabor subspace frame with the frame
operator S. Then, a direct computation shows that

and

In particular, the canonical dual frame of a Gabor subspace frame is another
Gabor subspace frame.

Next we want to give a proposition which gives a simple characterization for
the functions which belong to L 2 (R) are orthogonal to Gabor subspace frames.
Proposition 1.1.11 ([HW]) Let g, hE L 2 (R) and a, bE R.
1. h ..l Emb9, for all m

#

0 if and only if there is a constant C so that

L h(x- n/b)g(x- n/b) = C

almost everywhere

nEZ

2. If n

# 0,

then h ..l EmbTna9, for all mE Z if and only if

L h(x- k/b)g(x- k/b- na) = 0

almost everywhere

k

Proof:
1. We have that h ..l Emb9, for all m
0

= (h, Emb9) =
t/b

Jo

(1) now follows.

L

#

0 if and only if,

h(x)Embg(x) d:r

=

L

h(x)g(x)E-mb dx

L h(x- njb)g(x- n/b)E-mb dx,
nEZ

for all

mE Z.

18
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2. Similar to (1) we have that h

l_

EmbTna9, for all m E Z and n

#

0 if and

only if
0

= (h, EmbTna9) =

L

h(x)Embg(x- na) dx

=

L

h(x)g(x- na)E-mb dx

1/b

1L
O

for all

h(x- k/b)g(x- k/b- na)E-mb dx,

mE Z.

kEZ

(1.1.8)
Now, (1.1.8) is equivalent to

L h(x- k/b)g(x- k/b- na) = 0,

almost everywhere.

0

kEZ

A crucial tool in the Gabor systems analysis is the Zak transform. This transform has been introduced independently by many groups in many different areas
of pure and applied mathematics. J. Zak investigated it for quantum mechanical
reasons beginning in the 1960s ([Za]); recent work includes that of A. J. E. M.
Janssen ([Ja1], [Ja2]).
Definition 1.1.12 The Zak transform of a function
Zj(x, w) =

f

E P(R) is (formally)

L f(x- k)e27rikw
kEZ

for every x, wE R.
The Zak transform is a mapping from L2 (R) onto L 2 ([0, 1) x [0, 1]) and another
very useful version of it which will be the key tool for the second chapter is defined
for a> 0 as
Zag(t,w)

=

Q-~ L9

(t:

k) e2Jrikw.

kEZ

A detailed discussion of the Zak transform can be seen in ([Ja2), [Za]). For extensive examples using the Zak transform see ([CCJ1 ]). A nice application of it
to Balian-Low phenomenon for subspace Gabor frames can be seen in [GH1).
Now we want to point out some useful properties of the Zak transform and its
relation with Gabor subspace frames in the next lemma and theorems.
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Theorem 1.1.13 ([Cal) The Zak tmnsform is a unitary map from L2 (R) onto

L2 (Q) where Q = [0, 1) x [0, 1).
Proof. In order to prove that the Zak transform is a unitary map from L2 (R)
onto £ 2 ( Q), we will show that the image of an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R) under
the Zak transform is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (Q).

It can be seen that the following collection, for a > 0
{ ¢m,n}m,nEZ

{ e 21rimat X[O,l/a) (t -

n j a )} m,nEZ

is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (R).

Z (,~,.

a 'f'm,n

)(t w) =
'

a-1/2

~
e27rima(t~k)X [0,1/a) (t- k~

n)e27rikw

a

kEZ

The only non zero term in this series occurs when k

= -n,

·

thus,

Z( <Pm.n)(t, W)
Em.-n(t, w).
It is obvious that

{Em,-n}m.nZ

is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (Q). This completes
0

the proof.

We now give a characterization of the Zak transformation of the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ for the case of ab E N.

Proposition 1.1.14 ([Cal) The Zak tmnsform of EmbTnag is Em,-npZbg for ab
p E N and g E L 2 (R).

Proof: We have
E mb 7:na g-g
- mb,na -g
- mb, !!:£b
for ab = p. Thus, we have that

=
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By definition of Zb, we have

21rimbt-k (t- k- pn) 21rikw
Z b(gmb,!'f ) = b_l2 ~
~ e
b g
b
e
kEZ

=

b-~e21rimt L g ( t- \ - pn) e21rikw,

(let k' := k

+ pn),

kEZ

= b-~ e21rimt

I: g (t ~ k') e21rik'we-21ripnw
k'EZ

k')

. t
2mpnw
.
~
t = b-21 e2 mm.e~ g ( -be2

'k' w

1rZ

k'EZ

= e21rimte-21ripnw Zbg(t, w ),
0

as claimed.

1.2

The Zak Transformation of a Gabor Subspace Frame

In this section we will present some results showing how the Zak transform can
be used to study Gabor subspace frames.

Theorem 1.2.1 ([Ca]) Let g E L2 (R) and let gm,n = EmTng form, n E Z. Then,
1. {gm,n}m,nEZ is an orthonormal basis for L 2 (R) if and only if IZgl = 1 almost
everywhere.

2. {gm,n}m,nEZ is a frame for L 2 (R) with frame bounds A and B if and only if
A::;

IZgl 2

::;

B almost everywhere.

Proof:
1. We proved in Theorem 1.1.13 that the Zak transform is a unitary map from

L 2 (R) onto L 2 (Q), and by Theorem 1.1.14, we know that the Zak transform
of EmTng is Em,-nZg. Therefore, {gm,n}m,nEZ

= {EmTng}m,nEZ is an or-

thonormal basis for L2 (R) if and only if {Em.-nZg}m.nEZ is an orthonormal
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basis for £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1]). By Parseval's theorem, we have that for each

f E L 2 (R) with F

= Zf

E

DXJ(Q), where Q = [0, 1] x [0, 1].

m,n
m,n

1\FZgjj~,

since Em,~n is an orthonormal basis for L 2 ( Q). Then using the definition of
the norm, and unitarity of the Zak transform, we have the following identity:

11
1

11
1

1

jF(x, wW dx dw

=

1

IF(x, w)Zg(x, wW dx dw

Therefore we have that

11
1

1

(IF(x, w)Zg(x, w)j

2

2

IF(x, w)l )dxdw = 0.

-

(1.2.9)

Since this equality is true for every bounded function F, we can choose F
to be the characteristic function

xs of S,

where

S = {(x,w)jjZg(:r,w)l 2

> 1}.

Hence equality (1.2.9) turns into the form

1J

(jZg(x, w)j 2

-

1)dxdw

= 0.

This implies that the measure of S must be 0. In a similar way, if we choose
F to be

xS'

where

S'

=

{(x, w)jjZg(x, wW < 1},

the equality (1.2.9) turns into the form

fs, J(jZg(x, w)j

2

-

1) dx dw = 0.

In the same way, this implies that S' has measure 0.
Therefore it follows that jZgj = 1 almost everywhere on [0, 1] x [0.1].
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= Em,-nZg, we

have that

is a frame for L 2 (R) with frame bounds A and B if and only if { Em,-nZg }m,nEZ
is a frame for £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1]) with the frame bounds A and B.
By part ( 1), we know that

m,n
for FE L 2 (Q) with F bounded.
Hence by the definition of a frame we have the following inequalities

m,n

Therefore, using the right hand side of this inequality, we have that

and using the left hand side of the same inequality, we have that

By defining the sets

5 1 = {(x, w)\\Zg(x, w)\ 2

-

B > 0}

and

52= {(x, w)\\Zg(x, wW- A< 0},
and letting F

=

Xs 1

and Xs 2 , respectively, we obtain that 5 1 and 5 2 are

measure 0 sets. Therefore we obtain that
A:::;

\Zg\ 2 :::; B

on [0, 1] x [0, 1] as claimed.

almost everywhere
D
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We can extend Theorem 1.2.1 to the Gabor subspace frames in the following
way:

Theorem 1.2.2 ([Cal) Let g E L2 (R) and 9m,n

=

EmTng form, n E Z. Then

1. {9m,n}m,nEZ is a normalized t'ight Gabor subspace frame if and only if IZ gl

xn

=

almost everywhere, where 0 is a measurable subset of [0, 1] x [0, 1].

2. {9m,n}m,nEZ is a Gabor subspace frame for L2 (R) with frame bounds A and B
if and only if there exists a measurable subset 0 of Q such that A :::;; I Z g 12

B almost everywhere on 0, and Zg

=

:::;;

0 on Q\0. where Q = [0, 1] x [0, 1].

Proof. The proof of both parts (1) and (2) will come as an easy corollary after
we characterize the frame condition in terms of the Zak transform in the second

D

chapter.

Theorem 1.2.3 Let {EmTn9}m,nEZ form a Bessel collection, where g E L2 (R)
and define M(g) to be the closure of span{EmTn9}rn,nEZ in L 2 (R) and
Z(M(g))

=

{Zfif E M(g)}.

Then

where

0 = {(:r, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1]1Zg(x, tu) =/: 0}.
Proof: Since the Zak transform of a finite sum Lm,n am,nEmTng has the form

H(x, w)Zg(x, w) where
H(x, w) =

L am,nEm,-n(:r, w),
m,n

it follows immediately that
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To show the converse inclusion, consider a function h E L 2 (0) such that h is
orthogonal to Z (M (g)).
Using the Zak transform, it follows that

(h(x, w), Em,-n(x, w)Zg(x, w))

0

(h(x, w)Zg(x, w ), Em,-n(x, w ))

(1.2.10)

Since Z g is bounded, we have that

hZg

E

L2 (Q)

where

Q = [0, 1] x [0, 1].

Hence by the equation (1.2.10), we have that h(x, w )Zg(x, w) = 0 since

Em, -n (x, w) is an orthonormal basis for L 2 ( Q), and, thus, h = 0 almost everywhere
on 0.
Thus,

£ 2 (0) ~ Z(M(g))

and, therefore,

Z(M(g)) = £ 2 (0).
This completes the proof.

0

Proposition 1.2.4 Let ab be a rational number and g E L 2 (R). Then the collection { EmbTna9 }m.nEZ is a Bessel collection if and only if the Zak transform Z g of
g is bounded.

Proof: The proof of the proposition is an easy conclusion of Lemma 2.3.5.

0

Chapter 2
Main Problem
Let { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ and { EmbTnak }m,nEZ be two Gabor subspace frames. We
want to obtain a condition for the existence and uniqueness of a window function

h in the Gabor subspace frame span{ EmbTnak }m,nEZ which generates a Bessel collection { EmbTnah}m,nEZ such that { EmbTnah }m,nEZ is a dual frame of the original
Gabor subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ·

2.1

Solution for the case of ab

=

1

Theorem 2.1.1 Let {EmbTna9}m,nEZ and {EmbTnak}m,nEZ be two Gabor sub-

space frames.

Then there exists a window function h in span{ EmbTnak }m,nEZ

such that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah}m.nEZ is a dual frame of the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ if and only if span{ EmbTna9 }m,nEZ is a subset of
span{ EmbTnak }m,nEZ·
Proof: First let us define the sets

D1

{(x, w)IZg(:r,w) =1- 0}

D2

{

(x, w) IZk(x, w) =1- 0}.

25
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Since the Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m.nEZ will serve as a dual frame of the Gabor
subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ, using the definition of the dual frame, we have
the following equality:

J(t) =

L

(f(t), EmbTnah(t))EmbTna9(t)

m,nEZ

for every .f E span { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ, which has a bounded Zak transform. Taking
the Zak transform of both sides, we get that

Z .{(1.·, W) =

L

(Z.f(:r, w), Em,-n(:r:, W)Zh(x, w) )Em,-n(x, w )Zg(x, W)

m,nEZ

Zg(x, w)

L

(Zf(x, w)Zh(x, w), Em.-n(x, w))Em,-n(x, w)

m,nEZ

Zg(x,w)Z.f(x,w)Zh(x,w)

for every (x,w) E 0 1

by the Parseval equality.
Thus,· we have the equality Zh(1:,· w)

=

/ ) on the set 0 1 . It is clear that

Zg x;w

Z(h) E L 2(02) and Z(g) E L 2(0I) since hE span{EmbTnak}m,nEZ and g is the
window function of { EmbTnag }m,nEZ·
Hence, because of the equality

Zh(:E, w) =
and Zh(x, w)

1

Zg(x,w)

=I 0

on 0 1 ,

= 0 for every (x, w) E Q- 0 2, it is obvious that 0 1 S: 0 2, and this

implies that L 2(0I) S: L 2(0 2).
Define now the sets

We just showed that L 2(0I) S: L 2(0 2) and using Theorem 1.2.3, we can say
that
and
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hence, we have that

Therefore we conclude that if lvf1 c;;;; lvf2 , then always there exists a window
function h, defined as Zh(x,w)

=

Zg(~,w)Xn 1 (x,w), in span{EmbTnak}m,nEZ such

that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah}m,nEZ is a dual frame of the Gabor subspace
0

frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ as claimed.

Proposition 2.1.2 The window function h satisfying the conditions of Theorem
2.1.1 exists uniquely if

D1 = {(x, w)\Zg(x, w) -j. 0} = D2 = {(x, w)\Zk(x, w) -j. 0},
or

respectively.

Proof: Suppose that D1 -j. D2. Then D1 must be strictly contained in D2, since
the condition for the existence of the dual is D1 c;;;; D2 . Now since we assumed
that D1 c D2, we can define two L 2(D 2) functions satisfying the equality
Zh(x, w)

1

= -===-

on

Zg(x, w)

in the following way.
Define
1

Zg(x,w)'

(2.1.1)

1,

(x, w) EDg

0,

Zg(~.w),
Zh2(x, w)

=

(x, w) ED1

(.T, w) ED2 \ D1

2.
0,

(x, w) EDg

(2.1.2)
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It is clear that Zh 1 and Zh 2 are both in L 2 (rl 2 ) and satisfies the equality

Zh(x, w)

=

Zg(~.w) on rl 1 , i.e. they satisfy the condition for the existence of the

dual. Thus we conclude that if rl 1 is strictly contained in rl 2 , we can define as many
as window functions h we want such that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ
serves as a dual frame for the original Gabor subspace frame {EmbTna9}m,nEZ·
Therefore the condition for the uniquely existence of the dual frame must be

rl 1 = rl 2 , (or /tvh = A12 , or Z(Afi) = L 2 (rli) = Z(fv12 ) = L 2 (rl 2 ), respectively) as
claimed.

0
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Solution for the case of ab = p E N

Before we start to give our proofs and conclusions for the case of abE N, we want
to explain the scheme of the solution of our problem since we believe that it will
be very useful in order to understand the steps of our proofs and we will follow
the similar steps in the proof for the case of ab

= pjq, gcd(p, q) =

1.

First, we will characterize the set of Bessel sequences { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ in terms
of the Zak transform. Secondly, we will characterize the functions in the closed
linear span of the Bessel collection { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ, and then obtain a condition
for the lower frame bound for { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ to hold and as a corollary we
will obtain a condition for being a Gabor subspace frame of the Bessel collection
{EmbTna9}m,nEZ· Finally, in order to obtain a condition characterizing the dual
frame condition, we will characterize functions h E £ 2 (R) which generates a
Bessel collection { EmbTnah}m,nEZ that serves as a dual frame of the original Gabor
subspace frame { EmbTna9} m,nEZ, and then generalize this characterization to our
main duality problem.
Since we believe that mentioning the problem again will be helpful to follow
up the proofs, here we state our problem one more time:
Let { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ and { EmbTnak }m,nEZ be two Gabor subspace frames. We
want to obtain a condition for the existence and uniqueness of a window function
h in the Gabor subspace frame span{ EmbTnak }m,nEZ which generates a Bessel
collection { EmbTnah }m.nEZ such that { EmbTnah}m,nEZ serves as a dual frame of
the original Gabor subspace frame {EmbTna9}m,nEZ·
It is very useful to remember that the Zak transform of EmbTna9 is Em,-npZbg

for ab

= p

E N, since we will make our characterizations in terms of the Zak

transform.
Now we will give a remark from calculus which will be very useful m our
calculations.
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Remark 2.2.1 From calculus, we know that the equality

t f (X) dx = Jor~ ~ f (x + ~)
P

Jo

dx

n=O

holds for every integrable function

f defined on the interval [0, 1].

Proposition 2.2.2 Let ab =pEN. There exists a positive constant B such that

the inequality

L

\(f(t), EmbTnag(t))\ 2 ::; B\\f(t)\\ 2

(2.2.3)

m,nEZ

holds for every f E span{EmbTna9}m,nEZ if and only if 1\G(x, w)\\~P::; Bp almost
everywhere on [0, 1] x [0, 1/p], where

(Go, ... , Gv-1) E CCP
Zbg ( x, w + ~)

,

i = 0, ... ,p- 1.

Proof: Let us consider the left hand side of the inequality in (2.2.3) first, and
assume that

f or

g has a bounded Zak transform.

m.nEZ

m,nEZ

(Since the Zak transform is a unitary map.)
(by Theorem 1.1.14)
m.nEZ

L 11111 Zd(x,w)Zbg(x,w)e-21fim:re21finpw dx dwl2
m,nEZ

0

0

t t/pP-1

L Jn Jn L Zd(x, w + kjp)Zbg(x, w + kjp)e-21fimxe21finpw dx dw
m,nEZ

O

O

k=O

-111 1·1/p Lp-1 Zbf(x, w + kjp)Zbg(x, w + kjp)

p

0

0

k=O

2

dx dw

2
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is an or-

thogonal basis for £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p]), and the fact that ZdZbg E L 2 (Q). Similarly,

t tiP

2

llf(x)ll = Jo Jo

£; IZbf(x, w +
p-1

k/p)l

2

(2.2.4)

dx dw

Since Zd(x,w+k/p) is an arbitrary function in £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p]), we can define
the functions

Fk(x, w) ·- Zd(x, w + kjp),

k = 0, ... ,p- 1

(2.2.5)

Gk(x, w) ·- Zbg(x, w + kjp),

k = 0, ... ,p- 1

(2.2.6)

and the <C?-valued functions F = (F0 , ... , Fp_ 1 ) and G =(Go, ... , Gp-d· Therefore the inequality (2.2.3) can be written as

t tiP ~ Fk(x, w)Gk(x, w)

Jo Jo

2

dx dw

k=O

(

(IP I(F(x,w),G(x,w))cpl 2 dx dw

Jo Jo

< Bp

1' .[IP ~ !Fk(.r..
11 w)II~P
1

Bp

2

w)l dcr. dw

1

IP IIF(x,

dx dw
(2.2.7)

We can rewrite the inequality (2.2.7) as

11
1

1

IP (i(F(x, w), G(x, w))ol 2

-

BpiiF(:r, w)II~P) dx dw

~ 0.

(2.2.8)

Now, suppose that IIG(x, w)II~P ~ Bp almost everywhere, then using the CauchySchwartz inequality, it is clear that we have the inequality (2.2.8).
Conversely, suppose that we have the inequality (2.2.8), and let us define the
set
S

= {(x, w) : IIG(x, w)II~P- Bp > 0}.
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we see that each component ofF

belongs to L 00 (Q) and the inequality (2.2.8) turns into the form

1J

(IIG(x, w)ll~v- Bp) dx dw:::; 0

This implies that S has measure 0, and thus, that IIG(x, w)ll~v < Bp almost
0

everywhere. This proves our claim.
We will need the following proposition next.

Proposition 2.2.3 Let ab = p E N. Let g E L2 (R) and define G E £ 2 ([0, 1] x

[0, 1/p], CP) by G

= (G0 ,

... ,

Gv_ 1 ) where Gi(x, w)

=

Zbg(x, w+i/p), i

=

0, ... , p-

l. Assume that {EmbTna9}m,nEZ is a Bessel collection and let M(b,a,g) be the

closure of the closed linear span of {EmbTna9}m,nEZ· Let f E L 2 (R) and define
the vector valued function FE £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p], CP) by F = (F0 , ... , Fp_ 1 ) where
Fi(.r, w) = Zbf(x, w

+ ijp ),

i

=

0, ... , p- 1. Then f E M(b, a, g) if and only

if theTe exists a complex-valued measurable function L defined on [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]
such that F = LG.

Proof: Let h

E

L2 (R) and suppose that h ..l span{EmbTna9}m,nEZ· Then, we

have that
0

(h(x), EmbTnag(x))
(Zbh(x, w), Em,-np(x, w)Zbg(x, w))
(since the Zak transform is a unitary map and by Theorem 1.1.14)
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where G is defined as in the hypothesis of Proposition and H is defined similarly.
This implies that h..Lspan{ EmbTnag }m.nEZ if and only if

(H(x, w), G(x, w))cp = 0
for almost every (x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p], since { e- 21rimxe 21rinpw}m,nEZ is an orthogonal basis for L 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p]). This implies, in particular, that if a measurable
function V defined on Q is such that VG E L 2 (Q), then the function y E L 2 (R)
obtained by Zby(x, w + i/p) = V(x, w)Gi(x, w) belongs to M(b, a, g).
Indeed, if h..LM(b,a,g), we have that

L

11
1

y(t)h(t)dt =

1

/P

V(x, w) < G(x, w), H(x, w) >o dxdw = 0.

In particular, ifF E L 2 ( Q), then, we have
(F(x, w), G(x, w))cp G( , ) L 2 (Q)
IIG(x, w)II~P
x, w E
.
Since,

II (F(~~~~~,~~~~~:))o

G(x,w)IICP

~ IIF(.T,w)llo,

ifF E L 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p], CP) is arbitrary, we can define
(F, G)cp
H := F-

IIGII~p G,

(2.2.9)

where (H, G) 0 = 0.

It follows from here that

(F, H)o = 0 for
Therefore if

.f

.f E M(b, a, g).

E M (b, a, g), then by the definition ofF in the equality (2.2.9), it

is clear that
(F, G)cp

0 =

< F, H >o= ( IIGII~p G + H, H)o,

and this implies that
1.e.

H = 0.
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f

E
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M(b, a, g).

Therefore
(F,G)o

F = LG

where

L=

IIGII~v

(2.2.10)

for f E span{ErnbTna.9} on the set D = {(x,w)IG(x,w) =/- 0}.

D

After we characterized the functions in the closure of the linear span of the
Bessel sequence {ErnbTna.9}m,nEZ as in the equation (2.2.10), let us obtain a condition for lower frame bound of the Bessel collection { EmbTna.9 }m,nEZ.

Proposition 2.2.4 Let ab = p E N. Let { ErnbTna.9 }m,nEZ be a Bessel collection.

Then, there exists a positive constant A such that the inequality
2

Allf(x)ll :S

L

1\f(x), EmbTna.9(x))l

2

(2.2.11)

m,nEZ

holds for every f E span{ErnbTna.9}m,nEZ if and only if Ap :S IIG(x,w)ll~v almost
everywhere on the set D1 = {(x,w): G(x,w) =1- 0}, where

Zbg(x, w

+ i/p),

i = 0, ... ,p- 1.

Proof: We can rewrite the inequality (2.2.11) as we did in inequality (2.2.8).

Jot Jot/P (APIIF(x, w)ll~v -I(F(x, w), G(x, w))ol 2 )
Since we are working for

f

dx dw::; 0

E span{EmbTna.9}m.nEZ, by the equality

(2.2.12)

F = LG in

(2.2.10), we can rewrite the inequality (2.2.12) as
(2.2.13)

It is clear that if Ap :S IIG(x,w)ll 2 on D. then 2.2.13 holds.
Conversely, assume that we have the inequality 2.2.13. Define now the set

S := {(x, w)IAp -IIG(.T, w)ll~v > 0

and

IIG(x, w)ll > 0}.
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= xs, the inequality

(2.2.13) becomes

1j

IIG(x, w)ii~P(Ap -IIG(x, w)II~P) dx dw

~ 0,

which implies that S has zero measure. Hence Ap- IIG(x, w)II~P ~ 0 on the set

fh = {(x, w) IG (x, w)

"I 0}.

This proves our claim.

D

Therefore, combining the propositions 2.2.2 and 2.2.4, we get the following
condition characterizing Gabor subspace frames.

Corollary 2.2.5 Let ab = p E N. The collection { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ is a Gabor subspace frame if and only if there exist two constants A and B such that
Ap ~ IIG(x,w)II~P ~ Bp almost everywhere on the set fh

= {(x,w)IG(x,w) "I 0}

where G is defined as G = (G 0 , ... , Gp-d where Gi(x, w) = Zbg(x, w

+ i/p),

'l

=

0, ... ,p- 1.

Now we are ready to obtain the condition for the dual frame. First we want to
characterize the functions h (not necessarily in the linear span of { EmbTnak }m,nEZ)
such that the Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m.nEZ is a dual frame of the Gabor
subspace { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ·

Proposition 2.2.6 Let ab = p E N. Let { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ be a Gabor subspace
frame. Then, the function h E L 2 (R) generates a Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ
such that
{ EmbTnah}m.nEZ is a dual frame of { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ if and only if
p

= (G(x,w),H(x,w))o almost everywhere on 0 1 = {(.T,w): G(x,w) # 0} and

where G and Hare defined as G =(Go, ... , Gp-d and H = (H0 , ... , Hp-d where
Gi(x, w) = Zbg(x, w

+ i/p), and

Hi(x, w) = Zbh(x, w

+ i/p), i = 0, ... ,p- 1.

Proof: Let { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ be a Gabor subspace frame and suppose that the
Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m.nEZ is a dual frame of { EmbTna9 }m.nEZ· Using the
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definition of dual frame, we have the following equality

L

J(x) =

(f(x), EmbTnah(x))EmbTnag(x)

m,nEZ
for every

f

E span{EmbTna9}m,nEZ· Then,

Zbf(x, w)

L

(Zbf(x, w), Zb(EmbTnah)(x, W ))Zb(EmbTna9)(x, w)

m,nEZ
(since the Zak transform is a unitary map)

L

(Zd(x, w), Em.~np(x, w)Zbh(x, w))Em,~np(x, w)Zbg(x, w)

m,nEZ
(by the theorem 1.1.14)

L

Zbg(x, w)

m.nEZ

Zbg(x, w)

L
m,nEZ

(Zbf(x, w)Zbh(x, w), Em,~np(x, w))Em.~np(x, w)

(1 1
1

1

0

Zbf(x, w)Zbh(x, w )e~ 2 1rimxe 2 1rinpw dx dw)

Em.~np(x, w)

0

L (1liP~ Z,f(x, w + k/p)Z,h(x, w + k/p).
1

Z,g(x, w)

m,nEZ

k=O

e ~ 21rimx e21rinpw dx dw) Em, ~np (X. w)
1

p~1

-Zbg(x, w)
p

L Zd(x, w + kjp)Zbh(x, w + kjp)
k=O

(since e~ 2 1rimxe 2 1rinpw is an orthogonal basis for [0, 1]

X

[0, 1/p])

1

-Zbg(x, w)(F(x, w), H(x, w))o

p

where F and H are defined as in the hypothesis of Proposition. Hence,

Zd(x, w)

=

1

-Zbg(x, w)(F(x, w), H(x, w))cp.

p

Since we are working with the functions
characterized these f's as F
becomes

= LG

f

(2.2.14)

E span{EmbTna9}m.nEZ and we

in the equality (2.2.10), the equality (2.2.14)
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1

-G(x, w)(L(x, w)G(x, w), H(x, w))cv
p

1

-G(x, w)L(x, w)(G(x, w), H(x, w))cv,
p

(since Lis constant)

this implies that

p
on the set S1 1

= (G(x, w), H(x, w))cv

= {(x, w)IG(x, w)-=/= 0}.

(2.2.15)

This proves our claim.

D

We can generalize this result to our main duality problem very easily.
Note that in Proposition 2.2.6, we worked with a window function h whose Zak
transform was bounded but it was not necessary that h belonged to the linear span
of the Gabor subspace frame {EmbTnak}m,nEZ· Now if we choose h, in particular,
from the closed linear span of the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTnak }m,nEZ, then
we can write H as

H=LK

(2.2.16)

as we did in equation (2.2.10), where Lis a scalar-valued function and

K

(K0 , ... , KP_I)
Zbk(x, w

E

+ i/p),

([P
i

and

= 0, ... ,p- 1.

Next we obtain a condition for the main duality problem.

Theorem 2.2.7 Let ab =pEN. Let {EmbTna9}m,nEZ and {EmbTnak}m,nEZ be

two Gabor subspace frames. Then, there exists a function h E span{ EmbTnak }m,nEZ
which generates a Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ such that { EmbTnah }m,nEZ is
a dual frame of the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ if and only if there
exists a positive constant C such that inequality

I(G (X, W), K (X, W) )cv I 2: C

(2.2.17)

38
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holds almost everywhere on 0 1

K

= {(x, w)

E

[0, 1] x [0, ~] : G(x, w) =1- 0}, where

(Ko, ... , Kv-d
Zbk(x, w

and

E ([P

+ i/p),

i

=

0, ... ,p- 1,

and
G

(Go, ... , Gp_I) E
Zbg(x,w+i/p),

([P

and

i=O, ... ,p-1.

Proof: First let us prove the necessity part of the implication. We want to prove

that if we have the dual frame, then inequality 2.2.17 holds almost everywhere.
Note that we can write H = LK for some scalar-valued function L by the equality
2.2.16 since hE span{EmbTnak}m,nEZ· By the previous proposition, we have that
(G(x, w), H(x, w))o

p

on the set

01

= {(x, w)IG(x, w)

=1- 0}

(G(x, w), L(x, w)K(x, w))o

L(x, w)(G(:E, w), K(x, w))o.
This implies that

L(x,w) =
on 0 1 . Thus, we can rewrite H

P

(G(x, w), K(x, w))cp

= LK as H(x, w) =

(G(

P~~(w)
))
on 0 1 .
X,tO CP

X,W,

Since the dual frame { EmbTnah }m,nEZ is a Bessel collection,

I!HIIo is bounded.

Hence.

llpK(x, w)ik:P
IIH(x, w)lkp = (G( x, 1L') ' K( X, w )) CP ::::;

c1

(2.2.18)

for some positive constant C 1 on 0 1 , where K can not be 0. Using the frame
condition we see that K is bounded below on the set 0 2 = { (x, w) : K ( x, w) =1- 0},
hence 0 1

<:;;;

0 2 . Note that K is bounded on 0 2 , and thus on 0 1 . Thus, the equality

2.2.18 implies that !(G(x, w), K(x, w))cpi 2 C on 0 1

= {G(x, w)

=1- 0} for some

positive constant C. Therefore, we conclude that if we have dual frame, then
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inequality i(G(x,w),K(x,w))cpl 2 C holds on 0 1 = {(:r,w): G(x,w)

=/: 0}

for

some positive constant C. Conversely, now we want to show that if inequality
2.2.17 holds, then we can construct a dual frame.
Define,
L

(

=

P

)

G(x,w),K(x,w) reP

,

on 0 1 ;

{

0,
otherwise.
By this definition of L, it is obvious that

IIH(x, w)llo

=

IIL(x, w)K(x, w)llo =

llpK(x, w)llo
(G(x, w), K(x, w))cp

:S

VBP 312
C

since IIK(x, w)II~P :S Bp. Therefore, we conclude that H = LK is bounded function and then we can say that we have dual frame if inequality 2. 2.17 holds. This
0

completes the proof.

Now let us obtain the condition for the uniqueness of the dual frame of the Gabor
subspace frame { EmbTna9 }m,nEZ·
Proposition 2.2.8 Let ab = p E N. The window function h satisfying the conditions of the theorem 2.2. 7 exists uniquely if and only if

{(x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]: G(x, w)

=/: 0} =

{(x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]: K(x, w)

=/: 0}.

Proof: First let us prove the necessity part of the implication.
Let 0 1 := {(x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p] : G(x, w)

=/: 0},

and 0 2 := {(.T, w) E [0, 1] x

[0, 1/p] : K(x, w) =/: 0}. We know that the condition for the existence of dual
frame implies that 0 1 s:;;; 0 2 . If 0 2 \0 1 has a positive measure, then we can define
the vector functions
pK
(G(x,w),K(x,w))cp'

(2.2.19)

K,
0.

(x, w)

EO~
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, and
pK
(G(x,w),K(x.w))cp'

(x, w) Efh
(2.2.20)

0,

0,

(x,w)

EO~.

Since both of H 1 and H 2 satisfy the conditions of the theorem 2.2.7, we conclude
that if 0 2 \0 1 has a positive measure, then dual frame can not be unique. Therefore, if we have a unique dual frame, then 0 1

= 0 2 almost everywhere. Conversely,

if 0 1 = 0 2 up to a set of zero measure, the dual is clearly unique and is obtained
by the equality: H := < /, ;>cr Xrh.

0
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Solution for the case of ab
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pjq, gcd(p, g)= 1

=

This chapter is the core of this thesis since we are giving the main theorem, Theorem 2.3.20, here together with a proof of it using matrix-valued functions. It
is also very useful to point out here that in Theorem 2.3.20, we give a condition for the existence of the dual frame, and in this chapter we obtain a result
characterizing the existence and uniqueness of the dual frame.
Before we give a characterization of Bessel sequence, dual frame, etc. in terms
of the Zak transform, we will make some remarks related to the Zak transform of

{EmbTna9}m,nEZ for the case of ab

= pjq, gcd(p,g) = 1.

Let us express the Gabor subspace frame {EmbTna9 }m.nEZ in the following way:

EmbTna9

= 9mbna
=9mb'qb
!':1'.
'

(for

ab

= pjq, gcd(p, g)= 1).

We know that every n E Z can be written uniquely as n

=

i

+ €q

with i E

{0, 1, ... , q- 1} for some € E Z. Thus, we get that
np

ip

€p

-=-+-.
qb
qb
b
Therefore, we have that

rr (X ) =9mb !':1'. (X ) =9mb !.1!.+!:.£ (X ) = e2nimbx g ( X - -bip
€p) . (2.3.21)
E mb1na9
-b
• bq
• qb
b
q
Now let us define the function gi(x) := g (x-

~)-

Then the equality (2.3.21)

turns into
. bXg!.
e2 mm

( X -€p)
-

b

= g!. b !:.E (x).
m

'b

In the theorem 1.1.14, we proved that the Zak transform with parameter a= b
of 9mb.lf2 is

Therefore,
i
) _
Z b (gmb.!f- e2ni mx e- 2nif.pw zb9 i ( X, .U 1)

_

-

E m,-fp (1.,. .U.1) zb9 i (X. , .W ) .
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We will now define matrix-valued functions and discuss some of their properties
which will be useful later on.
We will write as A 2: 0 if A is any positive-semidefinite matrix, and A 2: B if
the difference A - B of square matrices A and B of the same size is a positivesemidefinite matrix.

Definition 2.3.1 Let (0, JL) be a measure space. Let Mrxs be the set of complex
matrices of size r x s.
Let 1 : 0

---t

Mrxs be a map. Then 1 is measurable (respectively in V(O)

where 1 ::::; p ::::; oo) if and only if each entry of 1 is measurable (respectively in

LP(O) where 1 ::::; p ::::; oo ).
Lemma 2.3.2 Let (0, JL) be a measure space where 0 = [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]. Let

A :0

-----+

Mrxs be a measurable matrix-valued function.

If A is not positive-semidefinite almost everywhere, then there exists a vector
~ E

cr

such that (A(::r, w)~, ~) < 0 for· all (::r, w) in a set B of positive measuTe.

Proof: Let {~i} ~ 1 be a countable dense subset of

cr.

Note that a fixed matrix A of size r x r is positive-semidefinite if and only if
(A~i' ~i) 2: 0 for every i

= 1, 2, ....

Define
Bi = {(x,w)I(A(:r:,w)~i,~i) < 0},

i = 1,2, ....

At least one of these Bi 's has a positive measure, since, otherwise, for every i,
(2.3.22)
on [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]\Bi. Hence, the inequality 2.3.22 holds for every i on the set
[0, 1] x [0, 1/p]\ U~ 1 Bi where measure of the set U~ 1 Bi is 0. This implies that
(A(:r,w)~i.~i) 2:0 almost everywhere on [0,

1] x [0, 1/p] for every i.
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This means that A is a positive-semidefinite matrix almost everywhere on
[0, 1] x [0, 1/p], which is a clear contradiction with the hypothesis of the lemma.
Hence, at least one of the B/s has a positive-measure. Therefore, (A(x, w)~, 0 < 0
on a set B of positive measure as claimed if we let

~ = ~i

0

and B = Bi·

Definition 2.3.3 Given window function g, we can associate g with a matrix
valued function G defined on [0, 1]

X

[0, 1/p] as G

= (G 0 , ... 'cq- 1 ), and Gi

(Gb, ... , G~_ 1 ) for i = 0, ... , q- 1 and G~(x, w) = Zbgi (x, w + kjp) for k
0, ... ,p- 1.
Keeping these notations in mind, and letting Gi,j
matrix valued function G* as c;,j

= Gj, we can define a new

= G{, for i = 0, ... , q - 1 and j = 0, ... , p - 1,

where the bar indicates complex conjugation.
Note that for the window functions

f, k, h

E

L2 (R), we can define the same

type of matrix valued functions, but in this case, we will replace G with F, K and
H respectively.

Notation: We will denote the closure of the closed linear span of {EmbTnag}m,nEZ
with M(b, a, g).
Next we obtain the condition for the Bessel collection.

Proposition 2.3.4 Let a, b > 0 and ab = pjq and gcd(p, q) = 1. Let G and G*
be defined as in the definition 2. 8. 3. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) There exists a positive constant B such that the inequality
q-1

L j(f(x), EmbTaag(x))j = L L l(f(x),g:nb.~(x))l
2

m~

i=O

2

:S Bjjj(x)jj

2

m~

(2.3.23)

holds for every

f

E M(b, a, g).

(b) G*G ::; Bpi almost everywhere.
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(c) GG* ::; Bpi almost everywhere.

Proof: First, let us prove the equivalence (a)

¢:::::}

(b). Let us consider the left-

hand side of the inequality (2.3.23) first.

m,n
q~l

·=

L L
i=O

l(f(x),g~b.¥(x))l 2

m,REZ

q~l

=

L L
i=O

1\Zbf(x, w), Zbg~b.¥ (x, w))l

2

m,REZ

q~l

=

L L
i=O

I(Zd(x, w)Zbgi(x, w), Em,~cp(x, w))l 2

m,REZ

(2.3.24)
Define

k = 0, ... ,p- 1
and

.

.(.T,w+pk) ,

k = 0, ... , p - 1 and i = 0, ... , q - 1.

G~(x,w)=Zbl

Consider the vector-valued functions F = (F0 , ... , Fv~d and Gi = (Gb .... , G~~ 1 ).
Since
p~l

L Fk(x, w)G1(x, w)

2

I(F(x, w), Gi(:r:, w))ol =

k=O

The last term in the equation 2.3.24 becomes
q~l
-p111
:- lljp L
0

• 0

i=O

I(

F (x, w), Gi (x, w)) o

2

1

dx dw

2

,
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1

1/p q-1

-r r

P Jo Jo

~

t

2

p-1

L

LFk(x,w)G~(x,w)

i=O

k=O

dx dw

tiP~(~Fk(x,w)G~(x,w)~Fe(x,w)G~(x,w))

P Jo Jo

k=O

i=O

111
0

p-1 q-1

0

dxdw

£=0

- 1·1/p ( L L G~(x, w)G~(x, w)Fk(x, w)Fe(x, w)
p

45

)

dx dw.

k,€=0 i=O

(2.3.25)
Define the matrices G and G* of size q x p and p x q respectively as

Gi,j = Gj

and

c;,j = Gi,

Note that

(G*G)i,j =

i

= 0, ... , q- 1 and

q-1

q-1

k=O

k=O

j

= 0, ... ,p- 1.(2.3.26)

L c:,kck,j = L c~cj.

Since

1\!11 2 =

t t/p

Jo Jo

IIF(x, w)II~P d:r dw,

-vve can rewrite the inequality 2.3.23 as

11{/P c~o

(G'G)k,t(.T, w)Fk(x, w)F,(x, w)- BpliF'(x,

w)ll~,)

d.T dw <; 0.
(2.3.27)

Now assume that (b) holds. In other words, suppose that Bpi- (G*G) is a
positive-semidefinite matrix-valued function almost everywhere. That is, suppose
that the inequality
(Bpi- (G*G)(x, w )~, ~JCP 2: 0

holds for almost every (x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p] and~ E <CP.
Thus,
p-1

L
k,l=O

(G*G)k,t{x, w)6{e- Bpll~ll~p :S 0
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for almost every~ E ((P and (x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]. In this inequality if we replace
~with

F = (F0 , ... , Fp_I), we immediately obtain the inequality (2.3.27). Hence,

we conclude that (b) implies (a).
Assume now that (a) holds, or, equivalently, that equality (2.3.27) holds, and
let us prove that Bpi - (G*G) is a positive-semidefinite matrix-valued function
almost everywhere.
We can rewrite inequality (2.3.27) as

11
1

1

/P

(A(x, w)F(x, w), F(x, w))cv dx dw::::: 0

(2.3.28)

where A= Bpi- (G*G). Now suppose that inequality (2.3.28) holds but that A
is not positive semidefinite almost everywhere.
Using lemma 2.3.2, we can then find a vector~ E ((P such that (A(x, w)~, ~)

<0

for every ( x, w) E B where B ~ [0, 1] x [0, 1/p] is a measurable set with positive
measure. Letting F

=

~XB,

11
1

1

/P

we have

(A(x, w)~XB(x, w), ~XB(x, w))o dxdw

=

if(A(x,w)~.Ocp dx dw < 0

which contradicts the inequality 2.3.28. Thus, we conclude that (a) implies (b).
Finally, we want to prove the equivalence of (b) and (c). Suppose that G*G-

Bpi:::; 0. then we have that G(G*G-Bp)G*:::; 0 and then (GG*) 2 -Bp(GG*):::; 0.
Thus. if). is an eigenvalue of GG*, then we have ,\ 2

:::;

Bp>. or). :::; Bp. Therefore.

we conclude that GG* -Bpi :::; 0. The proof of the converse is similar.

0

Now before we obtain a condition for lower frame bound, we want to characterize the functions which are orthogonal to M (b, a, g) in terms of the Zak
transform.

Lemma 2.3.5 Let a. b > 0 and ab = pjq and gcd(p. q) = 1. Let g E L 2 (R)
and assume that {EmbTna9}m.nEZ is a Bessel collection. Let h E L 2 (R). Then
h is oTthogonal to M(b. a. g) if and only if (H(x. w). Gi(x. w))cv

=

0 faT almost
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every (x, w)

E [0, 1] x [0,

1/p], 'i = 0, ... , p- 1, where H = (H0 , ... , Hp_ 1)

E

([:P,

Hi(x,w) = Zbh(x,w+i/p), Gi = (Gb, ... ,G~_ 1 ) andGJc(x,w) = Zbgi(x,w+k/p),
i=O, .... p-1.

Proof: Let us prove the necessity part of the implication first. Let h E L 2 (R),
and assume that h

0

= (

_l

M(b, a, g). Then, we have that

= (h(x), EmbTnag(x)) = (Zbh(x, w)Zbgi(x, w), Em,-£p(x, w))

(IP ~ Zbh(x, w + ~ )Zbgi

fo fo

k=O

(x, w + ~) e- 21rimxe 2 1ri£pw dx dw. (2.3.29)

P

P

Define

~), G~(x,w) = Zbgi (x,w+ ~),

Hk(x,w) = Zbh (x,w+

k = O, ... ,p-1
(2.3.30)

Gi = (Gb, ... , G~_ 1 )

H = (Ho, ... , Hp-1),

Gi,J = G~,

c:,J = G{.

Note that
q-1

q-1

i=O

i=O

L G~,i(x, w)Gi,k(x, w) = L IGi,k(x, wW

(G*G)k.k(:r, w)

(2.3.31)

It is clear that G is a q x p matrix, and G* is a p x q matrix and G*G is a p x p
matrix. After these definitions, it is obvious that the equality (2.3.29) becomes

11
11
1

1
/P(H(x,w),Gi(x,w))o

e- 21rimxe 21rilpw dx dw

=

0

(2.3.32)

Now let us show that the function (H(x, w), Gi(x, w))o is in £ 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1/p]).
1

<

1
/P i(H(x, w), Gi(x, w))ol 2 dx dw

( (IP IIH(x, w)II~PIIGi(x, w)II~P d:rdw

fo fo

11l/p
1

< Bp

IIH(x, w)ll~p dx dw

(2.3.33)
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by the inequality 2.3.31, since { EmbTnag }m,nEZ is a Bessel collection and by the
definition of Gi in the equation (2.3.26). The integral on the right hand side of
inequality (2.3.35) is finite since His an L 2 function. Hence, (H(x, w), Gi(x, w))ICP
is an L 2 function on [0, 1] x [0, 1lp].
Since { e21rimxe- 21rilpw}m,lEZ is an orthogonal basis for L 2 ([0, 1]

X

[0, 1lp]), and

(H, Gi)ICP is in L 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1lp]), the equality 2.3.32 implies that

(H(x, w), G\x, w))ICP = 0
almost everywhere in [0, 1] x [0, 1I p], for every i = 0, ... , q -1. Since this argument

D

can clearly be reversed, our proof is now completed.

Now we want to characterize the functions in M(b, a, g), and this characterization of the functions will be very useful tool when solving the duality problem.

Proposition 2.3.6 Let a, b > 0 and ab

=PI q and gcd(p, q)

=

1. Let g E L 2 (R)

such that { EmbTnag }m,nEZ forms a Bessel collection. Then, f E L 2 (R) belongs to
M(b, a, g) if and only if

q-1

F

=

LaiGi

(2.3.34)

i=O

where ai : [0, 1] x [0, 1I p]

------+

C is measurable function for each i = 0, ... , q - 1

such that

j1

[0.1Jx[0,1/p]

q-1

L

2

ai(:r, w)Gi(x, w)

dx dw < oo

i=O

In particular, if ai E L 2 ([0, 1] x [0, 1lp]), i = 0, ... , q- 1, then there exist a
function f which belongs to M (b, a, g) such that
q-1

F= LaiGi.
i=O
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Note that the relation between

f

and F is given in the definition 2.3.3.

Proof: First we want to prove that if hl_M (b, a, g) and F

f

E M(b, a,

g). In order to prove this, we will show that <

= L:i~~ aiGi, then

J, h >= 0.

(h(t), f(t)) = (Zbh(x, w), Zbf(x, w ))

11
1

=

1

Zbh(x, w)Zd(x, w)dxdw

t tiP

=

Jo Jo

=

Jo Jo

p-1

~ Zbh(x, w + kjp)Zd(x, w + kjp)dxdw

t t/p (H(x, w), F(x, w))dxdw

111lp (H(x, w), L aiGi(x, w))dxdw
1
q-1

=

by Lemma 2.3.5.

0

0

q-1

t

=

~ Jo

=

0

tiP

Jo

i=O

ai(H(x, w), Gi(x, w))dxdw
(2.3.35)

Therefore, if hl_M(b, a, g) and F

'\'q-1

L...i=O

ai Gi , t hen

f

E

M(b, a, g).
Now, let us consider indices i 1 , ... , ir with 0 :S: i 1 :S: i 2 :S: ... :S: ir :S: q- 1 for
1:S:r:S:q-l.
Note that the set Ei 1 , ... ,ir

Ei 1 .... ,ir

=

{(x, w) E [0, 1]
are

X

linearly

span (Gi 1 (X' w)' ... ' Gir (X, w))

[0, 1/p]\Gi1 (x, w), ... , Gir(x, w)
·independent

and

= span (G0(:r' w)' ... , cq- 1(X' w))}

is a measurable set. Indeed, Ei 1 , ... ,ir can be expressed as the intersection of the
measurable sets

and
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where j varies over all the indices in {0, ... , q- 1} different from 'i 1 , ... , 'ir.
Let K = {(x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, 1/p]JGi(x, w) = 0,

for every

i

= 0, ... , q -1}.

Then, we have

[0, I]
Since the sets

X

[0, 1/p]

Ei 1 , ... ,i,.

~ KU

[Q

(2.3.36)

are not necessarily disjoint, we can replace them with a

pairwise disjoint collection of the sets

Fi 1 , ... ,ir

with

Fi 1 , ... ,ir

<::

Ei 1 , ... ,ir

such that the

equality 2.3.36 holds.
Assume that the measure of the set

Fi 1 .... ,ir

is not zero. Let

f

E L 2 (R), and

F is the corresponding matrix-valued function defined as in the definition 2.3.3.
Note that we can write the equality
q-1

F= LaiGi+H
i=O

uniquely on the set Fi 1 , ... ,i,., where ai = 0 for i ~ { i 1 , ... , ir }, and < H, Gi >= 0
for i = 0, ... , q - 1.
Let 2.:::{~~ aiGi = K, then the corresponding function k E L 2 (R) belongs to

M(b, a, g) by the previous argument. Now suppose that f

f-

E

M(b, a, g), then

k E M(b,a,g) as well, and, thus,

Therefore the function h corresponding to H must be orthogonal to M(b, a, g).
This implies that h = 0, and therefore,
q-1

F=K=LaiGi.
i=O

Now we only need to prove that each ai, i = 0, ... , q - 1, in the equation
(2.3.34) is a measurable function. It is obvious that each ai, i = 0, ... , q- 1 is a
measurable function on the set

Ei 1 , ... ,i,.

and ai = 0 if i

-I i 1 , ... , ir

r

(F, Gik)rcv = L
j=l

aij (Gij, Gik)rcP

and
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(F, Gil)

(Gi1,Gil)

(Gi,, Gi1)

ah

(F, Gi,)

(Gi1, Gir)

(Gir, Gir)

a·lr
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and, let,

Gi1 )o

(Gil, Gil )cp

( Gir,

(Gi1, Gir )o

( Gir, Gir )o

B:=

We know that B is invertible on the set Ei 1,... ,ir· Therefore, we can compute each
ai by taking the inverse of B if i E { i 1 , ... , ir}. This completes the proof.

0

Before we obtain a condition for the lower frame bound for the Bessel collection
{ EmbTna9 }m,nEZ· let us give a lemma which will be used in the proof of the next

proposition.

Lemma 2.3. 7 Let F be a bounded matrix-valued function of size p x p, and the
inequality

11
1

0::;

1

< F(x,w)a(x,w),a(x,w) >o dxdw

(2.3.37)

holds for every vector a E ((? such that each component of a is an L 2 ( Q) function,
then F is positive semidefinite almost ever·ywhere.

Proof: Suppose that F is not positive semi definite almost everywhere. Then,
we can find a vector 77

=

(7Jdr~~ such that < F7], TJ >< 0 on a set S of positive

measure. Since the inequality 2.3.37 is true for every a E Cq, if we let ai

= 7JiX s,

we get a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that if the inequality 2.3.37 holds,
then F must be positive definite almost everywhere.

Proposition 2.3.8 Leta,b > 0 andab

0

= pjq andgcd(p,q) = 1. Let{EmbTnag(x)}

be a Bessel sequence. Then, theTe exists a positive constant A such that the in-

52
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equality

2

A\\f(x) \\ ::;

L

I(f(x), EmbTnag(x)) \2 =

m,n

q-1

LL
i=O

I

nt,C

2
(f(x), 9mb.~+~ (:r)) 1
(2.3.38)

holds for every f E M (b, a, g) if and only if Ap~ ::;

e, where, ~ =

GG*, and G

and G* are matrix-valued functions defined as in the definition 2.3.3.
Proof: We can express the inequality (2.3.38) as

11
1

A

1

/P

\\F(x,

w)II~P dx dw

1
1·111/p \(F(x, w), Gi(x, w))ICP \
::; -L
p
q-1

2

i=O

0

dx dw.

(2.3.39)

0

We showed that F = L:f~g aiGi for f E M(b, a, g) in the previous proposition.
First, let us look at the sum on the right hand side of the inequality 2.3.39:
q-1

q-1

2

q-1

L \(F, Gi)cpl2

L

i=O

i=O

(LakGk, Gi)cp
k=O

q-1

q-1

L

2

i=O

Lak(Gk,Gi)iCP
k=O

q-1

q-1

L
i=O

L ak(Gk, Gi)ICP L
k=O

q-1

q-1

i=O

k=O

q-1

a£(Gc, Gi)iCP

q-1

L Lak(Gk,Gi)cp LaR(Gi,GR)cP
k~o (~(G',G')o(G',G')o) o,a,.
Define (Gk, Gi)

=

~k.i. So by this definition, we have that

~ (~ ~U~k.i) aka£ = k,£=0
~ ~~,taka£.

k,t=O

i=O

Now, let us look at the integral on the left hand side of the inequality (2.3.39)

(11/p \\F(x, w)\\~P d.T dw,
A Jo
0

q-1

F = LakGk,
k=O
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\IFII~P =

L
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q-1

(Gk, G£)oaka£ =

k,£=0

L ~k,taka£.
k,C=O

Then, the inequality (2.3.39) becomes

0::::;

t tiP~
(~ ~~.£(x, w)- A~k.£(x, w)) ak(x, w)
k,£=o P

a£(x, w) dx dw.

lo lo

(2.3.40)

If the condition Ap~ ::::;

e is true, then it is obvious that the inequality 2.3.40

holds, and conversely if the inequality 2.3.40 holds, then using lemma 2.3.7, we
conclude that

Hence, in general, the condition for the lower frame bound is Ap~::::;

e.

D

In proposition 2.3.4, we proved that the condition for the Bessel collection is
equivalent to the matrix inequality

e ::;

Bp~, where~ is as in the definition 2.3.1.

Therefore, combining the propositions 2.3.4 and 2.3.6, we obtain a condition for
the collection { EmbTna.9} m,nEZ to be a Gabor subspace frame in the following
corollary:
Corollary 2.3.9 Let a, b > 0, and ab

= pjq, gcd(p, q) = 1. The collection

{ EmbTna.9 }m,nEZ is a Gabor subspace frame with frame bounds A and B if and

only if Ap~ ::::;

e ::;

Bp~,

(Gil, ... , G~_ 1 ), G1(x, w)

=

where ~ = GG*, and G = (G 0 , ... , Gq- 1 ), Gi =
Zbgi(x, w + kjp).

Before we start to solve the duality problem, let us give a useful conclusion
about Gabor subspace frames.
Corollary 2.3.10 Let~ = GG*. The frame condition Ap~ ::::;

e ::;

Bp~ reduces

e = p~ for normalized t'ight frames since we have that A = B = 1 and
p~ ::::; e : : ; p~. FuTthermore. e = p~ means that ~~ is a self-adjoint pmjection
to

operator.
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Next we will find a condition for duality problem.

Proposition 2.3.11 Let a, b > 0 and ab = pjq and gcd(p, q) = 1. Let {EmbTnag}

be a Bessel collection. Assume that a function h E L 2 (R) generates a Bessel
collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ· Then, { EmbTnah }m,nEZ is a dual frame of the Gabor
subspace frame { EmbTnag }m,nEZ if and only if
q-1

1~

G (x, w) = - ~ Gi (x, w)(G k (x, w), H i (x, w))o,
p i=O
k

for almost every (x, w) E [0, 1] x [0, ~].
Proof: Remember that we can express the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTnag }m,nEZ
in the following way:

EmbTnag(x) = gmb !:':£ (x) = g b !1?.+!1!. (x) = e21rimbx g
m 'qb

'bq

Defining the function gi(x) := g ( x. b
e2 mm
xgt.

(

b

~),the

(x-

ipb - fbp) . (2.3.41)
q

equality 2.3.41 turns into the form

lp) = r/. b f1!. (x).
b
m ·b

X--

Suppose { Embi'rwh }m,nEZ is a Bessel collection, and further assume that

{EmbTnah}m.nEZ is a dual frame for {EmbTnag}m,nEZ· Let f E M(b,a,g). Then,
f( X)

= ""(J(
X), hmb,!':Eq (x)) gmb.!':Eq (x)
~
m.n

q-1

L L (J(x ), h:nb,£pjb(x) )g:nb.Cpjb(x)
m,£ i=O

q-1

L L (Zbf(x, w), Zbh~b.£p/b(x, w))Zbg~b,fp/b(x, w)
m.£ i=O

q-1

L Zbl(x, w) L(Zd(x, w)Zbhi(x, w), Em,-zv(x, w))Em.-lp(x, w)
i=O

m.t
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(2.3.42)
Define

Zbf (x,w+

t),

F = (Fo, ... , Fp-1)

Zbhi (x,w+t),
Then equality (2.3.42) turns into

~Zog'(x,w) ~ (.[ l/P(F(x,w),H'(x,w))o
X e- 27ri mx e 21ri£pw

Then we get that, for each k = 0, ... , q- 1,
1

L Zbg
p
1

Zd(x, w + kjp) = -

q-

i=O

1.

(

k)

.

x, w +- (F(x, w), H (x, w)) 0
1

.

p

Thus, we obtain that

F(x, w) = -1"'"" G .(x, w)(F(x, w), H .(x, w))cp.
q-1

~

p

1

1

(2.3.43)

i=O

This implies that
q-1

Gk(1:, w)

=

~ L Gi(:r, w)(Gk(x, w), Hi(.T, w)) 0
p

,

k = 0, ... , q -1.

(2.3.44)

i=O

Conversely, if the equality 2.3.44 holds, then so does the equality 2.3.43, since
F = ~%:~ akGk by the proposition 2.3.6. This completes our proof.

D
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Since we have to choose the window function h from the Gabor subspace frame
span{ErnbTnak }m,nEZ in our main duality problem, we can modify the duality

problem as in the following way:

Question: Given C 0 , ... 'cq~l E CP and K 0 , ... '

Kq~l E

CP when does there

exist Hi E span{ K 0 , ... , Kq~l }, i = 0, ... , q - 1 such that the equality F =
q~l

l

2:= Ci (F, Hi)cp holds for every F

E span{ C 0 , ... , cq~l} or such that the equality

P i=O

(2.3.45)
holds for every j

= 0, ... , q - 1?

Since HiE span{K 0 , ..• , Kq~ 1 }, we can write Hi as
q~l

"'
k
H i = "~Li,kK

k=O

for some constants Li,k· Hence, we can rewrite the sum
q~l

q~l

q~l

q~l

i=O

i=O

k=O

i=O k=O

l':=i:o1 (C .
1

.

,

H 2 ) as

q~l

2:: (CJ, Hi)o = 2:: (CJ, 2:: Li,kKk)o = 2::2:: Li,k(CJ, Kk)cp.

(2.3.46)

Therefore, the equality 2.3.45 becomes

(2.3.47)
By taking the inner product of both sides of the equality 2.3.47 with

cc,

we

obtain that

(2.3.48)
Let
c
(c c, CJ) o = <,t.J

an d

(Kk , CJ) CP --

T/k,j.

(2.3.49)

Therefore, using the notations defined in the equality 2.3.49, we can rewrite
the equality 2.3.48 in the following way:
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(2.3.50)
Consequently, we can rewrite the equality 2.3.50 as

Now we will give a series of lemmas which will be used in the proof of the
duality theorem.

Lemma 2.3.12 Let A be an invertible positive-semidefinite matrix of size d x d
for a positive constant d, and suppose that I is the d x d identity matrix. If the
difference A - I is positive-semidefinite, then the matrix I- A - 1 is also positivesemidefinite.

Proof: Since A ;::: 0, there exits an invertible positive-semidefinite matrix B with
B 2 =A. It is clear that we have that B- 1(A- I)B- 1
0. This implies that I - A- 1

;:::

;:::

0, or B- 1AB- 1 - (B- 1) 2 ;:::

0 since B 2 =A. This proves our claim.

D

Lemma 2.3.13 Let A be a positive-semidefinite matrix. Then the inequality
< (A)1/2(A)1/2
!,J !,!
J.J
IAI

holds for every i, j.

Proof: Since A is positive semi-definite matrix, there exists a matrix B such that
A = B* B. Therefore,
Ai,j =

L B~kBk,j = L
k

Bk,jBk,i·

k

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have that

!,J IA·I<
(

;;= B~.j

1/2 (
)

;;= B~.i

) 1/2
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This implies that

which completes the proof.

0

Lemma 2.3.14 Let (n, J-L) be a measure space. Let A be an invertible positive
semi-definite matrix-valued function. Then, each entry of A - 1 ( ·) is an DX! function if and only if there exists a positive constant C such that A(-)

:2': C I, where I

is the identity matrix of the same size with A.

Proof:

¢=:

Let {en} be the standard-orthogonal basis of Cq. It is clear that

for X= (x1, ... 'Xq) E cq andy= (y1, ... 'Yq) E Cq, and it is also obvious that

We want to prove that each entry of A- 1(·) is an L 00 function.
Since A(·) 2: CI by hypothesis, we have that A- 1(·):::;

c- 1I, by lemma 2.3.12.

First let us show that Aij 1 is in L 00 for each i. We have that

Thus, Aij 1 is an L 00 function for each i. Finally, using the lemma 2.3.13, we
have that

IA:-lj <
t]

-

(A:-1)1/2(A~I)1/2
n

JJ

<
c-1
'

showing that A;j 1 is an L 00 function for each i,j. Therefore, each entry of A- 1(·)
is an L 00 function as claimed.
::::?-:

smce

Define >.(-) to be the smallest eigenvalue of A. Then .\(·) is measurable
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where {xi}~ 1 is a countable dense set in the unit ball of Cq.
It is obvious that (A- 1 (·)xi, xi) is measurable, hence (A- 1 (·)xi, xi)- 1 is measurable and, therefore, >.( ·) is measurable.

It is clear that A(·) 2': A(·)I, and

.x- 1 (·) = sup(A- 1 (·)xi,xi) is an Dxo function.
i

Indeed,

(A - 1 (-)xi, xi) =

2:: Ak"}xixh

<

k,l

2:: \Ak"}l 1\xi\1

2

k,l

L \Ak"}l < D,
k,l

for a positive constant D, since I\ xi 1\ 2 = 1. By hypothesis, each entry of A - 1 ( ·) is
an L 00 function. We can thus choose C

=

1\.X\1~1 , which completes the proof.

D

Lemma 2.3.15 Let rJ be a measurable invertible matrix-valued function. If each

entry of TJ- 1 is an L 00 function, then each entry of (TJ*TJ)- 1 is an L 00 function as
well.

-1( Tlk,J
-1)* = "'""'
-1-=l
(TJ -1( TJ -1)*) i,J = "'""'
L TJi,k
L Tli,k
TJJ,k,
k

k

we conclude that the entries of (T]*TJ )- 1 are in L 00 if those of rJ- 1 are.

Lemma 2.3.16 Let

~

D

and rJ be two measurable matrix-valued functions defined

as in the equation 2.3.49. Then

C~-

TJ*TJ is positive-semidefinite if the positive

constant C is lariJe enough.
Proof: Let C be a positive constant large enough. We have to show that
0::; ((C~- TJ*rJ)x, x)rcq for every x E Cq. Note that
C(~x,

x)rcq - (TJ*rJ:r, x)rcq

C(~x,

x)rcq- (rJx, T]:r)rcq,

(2.3.51)
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and.
2

j

2

L IIKJ II~P L Gixi

<

j

ICP

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Furthermore. since (~x)J

= Li(GJ,Gi)oxi,

we have
(~x,

2( (~(GJ, G')0.T;) Xj

x)

(L GJxj, L Gixi)cP
j

2

ICP

C~-

Therefore, it is clear that

r/*77 2 0 if

2

L Gi Xi L IIKjll~q :::; c L Gi Xi
l[:q

2

j

It suffices to choose the constant C such that

L IIKjll~q :::; C,
j

which is possible since

Lj IIKj ll~q

satisfies the Bessel condition. Thus, c~

is a positive-semidefinite matrix, or' equivalently,

7]*7] :::; c~

on

7]*7]

cq if c is large

enough.

Lemma 2.3.17 Let 77

-

0
and~

be a measurable matrix-valued functions defined as in

theequation2 ..'L49. Then. therestrictionof77 taker~(-) is{O}, i.e. 77lker~(·)

= {0}.
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Proof: By Lemma 2.3.16. we know that rt*rt ::;

C~
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for a large enough positive

constant C. Therefore, for x E ker~(·), we have that

This implies that

hence rJX = 0 for every x E ker ~ ( ·). This proves our claim.
Lemma 2.3.18 Let

s;;;

be a measurable matrix-valued function defined as in the

Then, the restriction of~ to (ker ~)j_ is 1 - 1, invertible and

equation 2.3.49.
~((ker~)j_)

~

D

(ker~)j_.

Proof: First let us show that~ is 1-1 on (ker ~)j_. Take y E (ker ~)j_, and assume
that ~y = 0. This implies that y E ker ~, hence y has to be 0, since y E (ker ~)j_.
This means that ~ is 1 - 1 on (ker ~)j_.
Since we proved that ~ is 1 - 1 on (ker ~)_i, we only need to show that
~( (ker oj_)

s;;; (ker ~)j_ in order to show that

~ is invertible on (ker oj_.

Let y E (ker ~)j_ and x E ker ~·
(~y,

x) = (y, ~x) = 0

since ~x = 0. This implies that ~((ker~)j_) s;;; (ker~)j_.
D

This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.3.19

Let~'

L and rt be measurable matrix-valued functions defined as

in the equation 2. 3. 49, assume also that the equality ~
everywhere on [0, 1]
Then. I

X

[0,

}J.

Let Q :

cq

----+

=

!p ( ~ Lry) holds almost

(ker ~(-) )j_ be the projection map.

= }(Q Lrt) on the subspace (ker ~ ( ·) )j_, where I is the identity matrix.

Proof: Let Q : cq
we have that

----+

(ker ~(.) )j_ be the projection map. For any

X,

y E (ker ~)j_'
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Since ~y E (ker~(·))j_ by Lemma 2.3.18, using the previous equality, we obtain
that
1
(x, ~Y)cq- -(QL7]x, ~Y)cq
p

=

0.

This implies that
1
(x- -QL7]x, ~y)cq

p

= 0,

or,
(~(x-

1
-QL7J.T), y)cq = 0.

p

Hence,
1
p

~(x- -QL77x)

= 0,

since ~CCq) ~ (ker ~( ·) )j_ andy is an arbitrary element of the subspace (ker ~( ·) )j_.
Therefore, x - lp Q L7]X' = 0, since x - lQ
L7]x E (ker ~ ( ·)) j_.
p
This means that
1
I= -QL7]
p

on

(ker~(·))j_.

(In order to see that the projection map Q : <Cq

-------+

(ker ~( ·) )j_ is measurable, see

[Da1], pp. 978).

D

Now we give the key theorem of the thesis in which we provide a necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a dual frame.

Theorem 2.3.20 Let a, b > 0 with ab = pjq and gcd(p, q) = 1. Let A and B
be two positive constants and suppose that

~

and 7J are measurable matrix-valued

functions defined in the equation 2.3.49. Suppose also that the frame condition

(2.3.52)
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holds almost everywhere.
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Then, there exists a measurable q x q matrix-valued

function L whose each entry is an L 00 function such that the equality
~

=

1

-(~L17)
p

(2.3.53)

holds almost everywhere if and only if there exists a positive constant C such that
the inequality
(2.3.54)
holds almost everywhere.

Proof: First let us prove the sufficiency part of the equivalence. Suppose that
the frame condition Ap~ ::::;

e : : ; Bp~ holds almost everywhere. Assume also that

there exists a positive constant C such that the inequality 2.3.54 holds almost
everywhere.
Using the restriction of the matrix-valued function 17 to the subspace (ker ~)j_,
we will define the matrix valued function L as in the equality 2.3.57 below.
Let 171(ker()j_

= 171, where 171 is considered is a linear map from

and let us show that

17~17 1

(ker~)j_ to

cq

is 1 - 1 and invertible matrix valued function on the

subspace (ker Oj_. In order to prove that 17~17 1 is 1 - 1 on (ker ~)j_, suppose that
(17~17 1 )(y)

= 0 for some

y E (ker~)j_. We must then prove that y

= 0.

Using inequality (2.3.54). we have that
0 <

((17;171- C~)y. y)cq
((17;171)y, Y)cq- C(~y. y)cq

= -C(~y,

YJcq

This implies that
(2.3.55)
since C is a positive constant. By the Bessel condition

e ::;

Bp~.

we also have

that
(2.3.56)
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which implies that

Thus, ~Y = 0. Thus, T7rT7 1 is 1 - 1 on (ker ~).l as claimed. Since T7rT7 1 maps
(ker ~).l to itself, it must be invertible.
Since T7rT7 1 is 1 - 1 and invertible matrix-valued function on the subspace
(ker ~).l, it follows that

on the subspace (ker ~).l, where I is the identity matrix on the subspace (ker ~).l.
Let
(2.3.57)
on

rcq where Q is the projection map from rcq onto the subspace (ker ~).l defined

as in the lemma 2.3.19. Note that we can write every x E Cq as
Qx = TJ 1U

for some u E (ker~).l, and TJ 1
Ap~ ::;

e reduces to Api ::;

=

(2.3.58)

'fll(kerO.L. Note also that the lower frame condition

~ on (ker ~).1. Therefore,

< (TJ*rJu, u)cq

(by the inequality (2.3.54))

(TJu, TJU)cq = 1117ull~q = IIQ:rll~q

by the equality (2.3.58).
(2.3.59)

Hence, rearranging the inequality (2.3.59), we have that
(2.3.60)
where C is a positive constant . Now we want to prove that all of the entries of

L defined in (2.3.57) are LCXJ functions. In order to do this, we must show that
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(L:r, y) is in £'XI for every :r, y E Cq. We can write every y E Cq as y = y 1 + y2,
where y 1 E (ker ~)_i and Y2 E ker ~' and Qx as in the equation 2.3.58.
1

I(P(77~77~)- 7J~X, Y)cql

I(Lx,y)l

1

Pl((77~77d- 77~7JIU, (YI

+ Y2))cql

1

PI ((77~771)- 77~7J1U, Ylkq I
PI (u, Y1kq I

<

Pllullcq IIYIIIcq

< &11x11cq IIYIIIcq
Thus, (Lx, y) 0 is in

by the inequality (2.3.60).

uxJ for every x, y E Cq.

1

-(~LrJ)
p

Furthermore,

1 77~77)
!(~p(7]~771)p
1 77~77I)
~(~P(77~77I)p
~

on

on

(ker~)_l

(ker ~)_i.

On the other hand, for any x E ker ~1

~X= 0 = 7]X = -(~L7])x.

p

It follows that ~ = 1.p ( ~ L77) on ker ~ as well.
Since we proved that ~ = 1.p (~ L7]) on both of the subspaces (ker ~)_i and ker ~,
~

=

l(~L77) as daimed.

p

Suppose that the frame condition Ap~ ::;
on [0, 1]

X

[0,

n

e :;

Bp~ holds almost everywhere

Assume also that there exists a matrix-valued function L whose

each entry is an L 00 function such that the equality ~ = ~(~L77) holds almost
everywhere on [0, 1] x [0, ~].
We want to show that there exists a positive constant C such that the inequality c~

::; 7]*7] holds almost everywhere on [0, 1] X

[0, ~]. Let

L :=

~· Since each

entry of Lis an L 00 function, IlLII ::; C 1 for a positive constant C 1, where IlLII is
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~

the operator norm of L. Now we can write the following identities:
(~x, ~x)
~

2~

(TJX, L*~ LTJXJcq
~

2~

< llrJxlkq IlL*~ LrJxlkq
<

llrJxlkq(ClBP?IIrJxlkq

(Since

llrJxll~qD

D :=

(for letting

IlLII :So cl

and by frame condition)

(C1 Bp) 2 > 0)

Hence, rearranging the previous inequality, we obtain that:

by the lower frame condition. Therefore, letting C := -bAp, we obtain the desired
equality:

for every X E

cq. In other words, we obtain that TJ*TJ 2: c~ for a positive constant
D

C.

We now state the following corollary which provides a bridge between duality
problem and the main theorem, Theorem 2.3.20, of the thesis.
Corollary 2.3.21 Let a, b > 0 and ab

= pj q with gcd(p, q) =

1. For g, hE L 2 (R),

let { ErnbTna9 }m,nEZ and { ErnbTnak }rn,nEZ be Gabor subspace frames. Then, there
exists a window function h E span{ ErnbTnak }m.nEZ which generates a Bessel collection { EmbTnah }m,nEZ such that { EmbTnah}m,nEZ is a dual frame of { ErnbTna9 }m,nEZ
if and only if the inequality TJ*TJ 2: C~ holds almost everywhere on [0, 1J x [0, 1/p] for
a positive constant C, where

~

defined in the equation 2 . .'3.49.

and rJ are the measurable matrix-valued functions
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Remark 2.3.22 Note that we have a unique dual frame if and only if any vectorvalued function Hi E span{ K 0 , ... , Kq- 1 } and in
0

ux:)

satisfying the equality

= L(C\ Hj)Cj

(2.3.61)

j

are 0 for each i E { 0, ... , q - 1}.
Now we are ready to obtain the conditions for the uniqueness theorem.

Theorem 2.3.23 The dual frame of the original Gabor subspace frame satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 2. 3. 20 is unique if and only if the following conditions
hold:

{ii) rank{CiH:-5

=q

{i.e, C 0 , ...

,

cq- 1 are linearly independent) on 0 1 .

Proof: First let us prove the necessity part of the implication. We want to show
that the first condition holds if the dual frame exists uniquely. By the condition
of the existence of the dual frame, we know that 01

~

02. If 02 \ 01 has positive

measure, then on the set 0 2 \0 11 we can define arbitrarily many H satisfying the
equality 2.3.61 as in the following way:

for each
where S ~ 0 2

\

i E {O, ... ,q-1};

0 1 has a positive Lebesgue measure.

Therefore, we conclude that 0 2

= 0 1 if the dual frame is unique.

In order to prove that the second condition holds, we argue by contradiction.
In order words, let us prove that if second condition does not hold, then the dual
frame can not be unique. Now assume that C 0 ,
on a subset 0

~

... ,

0 1 with positive Lebesgue measure.

cq- 1 are linearly dependent
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Let

be the standard orthogonal basis of

e 0 , ... , eq-l

at least one ei such that Pker~( ei)

#- 0 for

!Cq.
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Then, there must be

a subset D' C D with positive Lebesgue

measure. Let c
(2.3.62)
There exists at least one Ki

#- 0 for some j

E {0, ... , q- 1} on a subset D" C D'

with positive Lebesgue measure. Let R := KJ and define HJ := cjR for c =

(Co, ... ' Cq-d

E

cq'

defined as in the equation 2.3.62. It is obvious that HJ is

bounded. Note that (~c)j

(~c)i

=

= 0 since c E

L(Gi, GJ)ocj

ker~

(G\

=

j

by the equation 2.3.62. Therefore,

L Gicj)ICP

=

0.

(2.3.63)

j

for every i on D1 . Hence, the equality 2.3.63 implies that Lj GJcj = 0 on the
subspace D1.

j

j

j

This contradicts with the uniqueness of the dual frame. Therefore, we conclude
that the rank of the set { G0 , ...

,

cq- 1 }

must be q on D1 if the dual frame is

unique.
Now let us prove the sufficiency part of the implication. Suppose that both
conditions (i) and (ii) hold.

We must then prove that the dual frame exists

uniquely, that is, we must show that Hi is 0 fori E {0, ... , q- 1} if the equation
2.3.61 holds fori E {0, ... , q -1}.

Di

Clearly, by (i), Hi = 0 on

for each i E {0, ... , q- 1}. We know that

rank{Gi}?~J = q on D1 . The fact that

L(Gi, HJ) 0 GJ = 0
j

implies that (Gi, HJ)cq

= 0 for each i,j

Hj=LLj,kKk
k

E {0, ... , q- 1}. Writing

for

jE{O, ... ,q-1},
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we have (Gi, L:k LJ,kKk)

= 0, or L:k LJ,k(Gi, Kk)cv = 0. Since TJk.i = (Kk, Gi)cv,

we get that l:.:k LJ,kT/k.i = 0, or, Lfj = 0. We know that 77*77 2: C~ . Therefore,
rank of the matrix valued function TJ is q. That is, TJ is invertible. Then Lfj
implies that L

= 0. By the definition of

HJ, we see that HJ

=

0

= 0 on the 0 1 for

every j E { 0, ... , q - 1}. Hence, we conclude that dual frame exists uniquely if
both conditions hold in the hypothesis of the theorem.

D

Chapter 3
Summary and Open Problems
In this thesis, we solved an open problem regarding with the dual frames of the
Gabor subspace frames.
We characterized a condition for the existence and uniqueness of the window function h in the Gabor subspace frame { EmbTnak }m,nEZ such that { EmbTnah }m,nEZ is
a dual frame ofthe original Gabor subspace frame {EmbTna9}m,nEZ· Consequently,
we stated our results for the classic situations, for instance g = k, and for the normalized Gabor subspace frames.

This thesis can be used as a friendly-user reference for the introduction of the
Bessel collections, Gabor frames, the Zak transformation, and relations amongst
them, the dual frames of Gabor subspace frames with the two dimensional modulation and translation operators. A long standing question about the Gabor
frames is to find all a, bE Rand g E L 2 (R) such that {EmbTna9}m,nEZ forms a
frame for L 2 (R). Although some special cases of this problem have been solved,
there are many variations of it which are still open, and another very interesting
problem related to the Gabor frames is to identify all those { EmbTna9 }m.nEZ which
have finite upper frame bounds. Some other important open problems concerning
the Gabor frames can be listed in the following way and more detailed version
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of them with historical explanations can be seen in the introductory paper by
P.Cazassa, (See [Ca]).

Problem: ([Ca]) Given g E L2 (R) with g =/= 0, and any finite set A c R x R, is
the set { EmbTna9 ha.b)EA linearly independent?
Because this characterization uses the dual frame generator, it is difficult to
apply until one answers the following important question:

Problem: Given a Gabor subspace frame { Em;bTn;a9 }m,nEZ, give an explicit representation of the dual frame generator

s-

1

g.

Pete Cazassa presented an article titled "Every frame is a sum of three (but
not two) orthonormal bases-and other frame representations" in 1998 (See[Ca1]).
In this paper he gave a theorem stating that "Every frame is a sum of three
orthonormal bases.'' The problem with this is that it uses strong results from
operator theory, and hence in practice is often not usable, but the next question
appeared related with this:

Problem: ([Ca]) For a Gabor subspace frame { Em;bTn;a9 }m,nEZ, give an explicit
representation of this frame as a sum of three orthonormal bases.

Problem:([Ca]) Find all those g, a, b so that { Em;bTn;a9 }m,nEZ is complete in

L 2 (R).
Problem:([Ca]) Give an explicit representation of all functions g E L2 (R) and ab
irrational so that { Em;bTn;a9 }m,nEZ generates a normalized tight Gabor subspace
frame.
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